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Caveat Emptor: Merger Considerations For Public Companies
By Harvey L. Pitt, Compliance Week Columnist—August 30, 2005

he Latin phrase caveat emptor is certainly back in vogue. Although historians can’t pinpoint 
its precise origin, its appearance dates back at least to 16th century English literature. Over the 

years, the phrase’s interpretation has been truncated to the pithy, “Let the buyer beware.” But in its 
original formulation, the entire phrase cautioned that a buyer “ought not be ignorant of the nature of 
the property he is buying from another.” Despite its age, this cautionary advice has great relevance 
when it comes to mergers and acquisitions in the 21st century. That makes it fitting to consider 
some of the strategic, cultural and regulatory considerations boards should address in deciding 
whether—and when—to purchase another business.

Perhaps the most important and difficult decision boards face is whether to acquire 
another company. If and when the situation arises, boards must dutifully represent the 
interests of their company’s shareholders and ensure that their decision-making process 
is well-thought-out, its reasoning clear, and all critical details have been addressed. In 
fulfilling these responsibilities, boards add significant value to a very difficult process. 
Moreover, in the current legal and regulatory environment, this sort of effort is more 
than an option—it’s an absolute necessity.   

For boards, merger and acquisition considerations must extend well beyond U.S. borders. Recently, 
we’ve seen Chinese businesses, such as Cnooc and Qingdao Haier, seeking to acquire established 
U.S. companies. So far, these efforts have been unsuccessful—a fact attributable in part to the 
protectionist leanings of even some free-trade partisans in Congress. It’s likely, however, that we’ll 
see more such overtures in the coming months and years; as capital spreads into emerging markets, 
companies from those markets will seek to leverage their operating cost advantages into the 
acquisition of U.S. companies. It will make economic sense for non-U.S. companies to obtain 
access to a well-established American brand and distribution system through merger activity. And, 
conversely, U.S. companies often find it effective to buy businesses in countries where a toehold, 
beach-head, or expansion of existing activities is sought.  

Although our marketplace is increasingly global, cross-border acquisitions aren’t simple—if they 
ever were—especially in the wake of Sarbanes-Oxley. At a minimum, SOX heightens the level of 
due diligence required in any merger or acquisition involving at least one company subject to U.S. 
jurisdiction, and alters the disclosure dynamic applicable to such acquisition efforts. U.S. 
companies must be certain that any company they intend to acquire can and does live up to the 
letter and spirit of SOX, for they would run a risk of weakening themselves if those they acquire do 
not comply with the Act. This places a premium on being satisfied before an acquisition that the 
combined entity will not thereafter run afoul of SOX’s stringent requirements. Conversely, foreign 
entities that acquire U.S. companies may find that, as a result of the purchase, they are now subject 
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to U.S. jurisdiction and must comply with the Act. Otherwise, investors in the acquired companies 
may be left with an interest in a company not as transparent or well-governed.  

Securities and Exchange Commission enforcement proceedings against J.P. Morgan Chase and 
Citigroup in July 2003, and those firms’ massive settlement of the Enron and WorldCom class-
actions—to the tune of approximately $9 billion—mean that financial institutions asked to raise 
money for these transactions, or opine on their economic fairness, have even more hurdles to 
surmount. In short, firms that help others raise capital or facilitate complex transactions must 
perform extensive due diligence, but can’t rely solely on their own due diligence if they hope to 
avoid such massive liability.  

In considering whether to acquire another company, boards should systematically address a series 
of strategic, cultural and regulatory issues. First and foremost, they must determine whether the 
acquisition makes business sense. Of course, even if it does, the cultures of the two businesses must 
be compatible. This isn’t as easy to ensure as it is to state; cultures often defy easy characterization, 
and usually require some in-depth familiarity with the target of a business’ affections. Finally, 
there’s an alphabet soup of regulatory concerns with which to grapple.  

• Boards should ensure that a proposed acquisition fits the company’s strategic mission. 
Is a proposed acquisition one that is likely to further a company’s legitimate and well-
articulated goals, or will it change the business model? What are the likely and possible 
consequences of a proposed transaction? Satisfying this objective requires some 
fundamental and preliminary efforts by boards—in particular, identifying what company 
goals are at issue, as well as having a reasonable basis to conclude that a particular 
transaction will satisfy the specific goals under consideration.  

• Boards should understand what alternatives exist to any proposed acquisition. 
Assuming that well-articulated goals have been identified, the next logical question is to 
understand exactly why, and how, a proposed acquisition fills those goals, and whether 
better alternatives exist. How did the transaction under consideration arise? What 
alternatives did management—and outside advisors—consider? Why were those 
alternatives, if any, rejected? Is management benefiting from a proposed transaction in ways 
that other alternative acquisitions wouldn’t offer?  

• The board should obtain the best and most objective information it can about the 
company proposed to be acquired. Competitive information is often difficult to obtain 
and can raise legal concerns. Boards should make the best use they can of public 
information. At a minimum, this includes preparing a financial spreadsheet comparing the 
target company to its competitors and focusing on financial ratios, accounting differences, 
and pricing strategies. Boards should seek to go beyond information provided by the 
proposed target, company management and the advisors hired by company management, if 
at all possible.  

• Boards must be able to understand and articulate the costs and benefits of the 
merger—beyond whatever jargon de jure exists at the moment. History is littered with 
unsuccessful mergers whose outcome, in retrospect, should have been obvious. Boards have 
a duty to scrutinize promises of “synergy,” “cross-pollination,” “economies of scale,” and 
the like, and not just accept representations to those effects on faith.  

• The board should take steps to satisfy itself that the company is capable of integrating 
the proposed acquisition target. The board should be satisfied that the right people and 



systems are in place to accommodate the proposed expansion, and that there are no lurking 
major operational problems. Boards also should look at the cultures of the companies. 
Characteristics and compatibility of different people are as relevant as characteristics and 
compatibility of different operations in gauging the likely success of any proposed 
transaction.  

• Boards should anticipate and consider regulatory ramifications of a potential 
acquisition. It isn’t any longer sufficient (if it ever was) to “hope” for the absence of 
potential regulatory concerns. This includes ensuring that the acquired company can be 
compliant with the company’s SOX Section 404 process by year end; making appropriate 
disclosures in accordance with Regulation Fair Disclosure and other critical SEC rules and 
regulations; and reviewing reserves established for the merger and being confident they are 
reasonable and defensible. Similarly, boards need to consider potential conflicts with the 
Hart Scott-Rodino Act, as well as recent Federal Trade Commission announcements and—
where necessary—pronouncements by the European Trade Commission.  

• Boards should actively play out acquisition crisis scenarios. Boards should consider ex 
ante potential responses to shareholder objections, competitive bids, and political hostilities 
that may be encountered in the acquisition process. If the board is forced to be reactive, 
rather than taking a proactive approach, the battle has largely been lost before it begins. 
Boards also should be sensitive to exit strategies, should they become necessary.  

• Executive compensation is a spotlight issue even in mergers and acquisitions. Last year, 
CalPERS called on shareholders to oppose the proposed merger of WellPoint Health 
Networks and Anthem Inc.—not because the merger didn’t make good economic sense (it 
did), but because of allegedly excessive pay packages and golden parachutes for 
WellPoint’s top executives. Boards need to be cognizant of these issues and anticipate them 
before committing to a transaction.  

• The job isn’t over when the transaction is done. Boards should expect to continue the job 
of integrating merging corporations and their cultures long after a proposed merger or 
acquisition is closed. Boards should plan to monitor progress objectively and seek out 
unforeseen problems actively.  

Merger and acquisition activity holds forth enormous promise for well-managed, disciplined and 
organized companies. In the current environment, it’s essential—more so now than ever before—
that boards look beyond price and philosophy and satisfy themselves that a transaction makes sense 
and promises to achieve the loft objectives that set the company down that path to begin with.
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The column solely reflects the views of its author, and should not be regarded as legal advice. It is 
for general information and discussion only, and is not a full analysis of the matters presented.  


